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About

Fabric Quarterly

Fabric is a “long-read quarterly”
and an “instant-feed daily”.
Fabric Quarterly

Issue #1

Fabric Quarterly

Human Perspectives On Design,
Culture & Being Perth

Jan — Mar
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Issue #2

Fabric Quarterly

Human Perspectives On Design,
Culture & Being Perth

Apr — Jun

Issue #3
Human Perspectives On Design,
Culture & Being Perth

Jul — Sep

About

Fabric Quarterly

Curatorial and collaborative, Fabric is a
defining voice on design, culture and identity
from the perspective - and for the benefit of Perth, Western Australia.
The Fabric brand is integrated across three primary mediums:

Printed
Quarterly

Online

Events

The layering and interweaving of content delivery provides the Fabric readership with an
engaging, personal and locally-relevant information experience that builds on the trust,
interests and goals of an interconnected, innovative and supportive Perth community.
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Printed Quarterly + Online

Fabric Quarterly

“Human Perspectives On Design, Culture
& Being Perth”.
Fabric Quarterly

David Weir

Issue #1
Human Perspectives On Design,
Culture & Being Perth
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David Weir

JW - How long ago was this?
When exactly did you start
skateboarding?
AT - Maybe 10 or 11 years ago,
around 2005.

JW - When I was travelling Iran
last year I noticed a skatepark
in almost every town, but I never
saw any skateboarders except
for you. I only saw skaters at
the skatepark in Tehran. Why is
that? Is it something new that the
government is trying to push?
They’re trying to get the people
interested in skateboarding?
AT - No, I don’t understand that.
It’s diﬃcult here in Isfahan
for the government to build a
skatepark. They don’t have the
money or resources like the city
of Tehran does. The skateparks
you saw in the other towns
are probably the majority of
skateparks in Iran? We don’t
have a skatepark in Isfahan
because there are not many
skaters here and I don’t know
about the other skateparks you
saw.

JW - I see. Have you had many
foreigners come to Iran and
skate?

JW - Now that the political
situation has dramatically
changed, with the sanctions
lifted, you might get some more
skateboarders visiting Iran?

David Weir

DW - Sometimes. We had
Patrick Wallner from Visual
traveling come to film here.

AT - We hope so. It’s very good
for the Iranian skate community
to meet other skateboarders
from other countries…to skate
with them, to learn from them.
After sanctions hopefully
we will have more and more
visitors. To help our scene
grow…give us energy.

JW - Definitely. Before the
sanctions were lifted it was hard
to get skateboards and shoes,
has this changed yet? Is it much
cheaper?
AT - No not yet. Maybe a little
bit. It’s still very expensive. Unaffordable for most.

JW - I heard one of the
skateboarders in Tehran was
making boards?
AT - Yes sure, so did I! I built
a skateboard too. It’s not
perfect because we cant get the
Canadian wood so it’s not strong
enough. But it really helped get
skateboarders started who could
not afford to buy skateboards. I
had someone help me build the
board, that was back in 2012.

JW - I met a few skateboarders
at Ab-o-Atash, the skatepark in
Tehran. They all wanted to talk
about competitions…to tell me
about the competitions. I thought
it was strange that there was
no website or magazine for the
scene but someone had gone to
the effort to organise all these
competitions. Is the Iranian skate
community very competitive?

Brutalist
struCturEs

AT - Ahhh. Yes definitely.
The competition is really
good to help people build
their skills and progress with
their skateboarding. But it’s
also a problem because a
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DW - Sometimes. We had
Patrick Wallner from Visual
traveling come to film here.
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Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
to avoid noticing this human element. While the East enjoys
increasing prosperity and large-scale investment, the West is
meanwhile disconsolate. The Global Financial Crisis has only
recently showed the full force of its savagery along the West
Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in
its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now
being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful.
Recently, the interest in architecture and design throughout
Western Australia has transformed into what has become quite a
surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental,
the portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David
Weir) is optimistic
and forward-thinking. His recent projects like
Knowledge
Series:
the Apartment
House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an
aesthetic formal language of joy and frivolity with an ideological
approach that celebrates ecological and sociological sustainability.
While our urban centres continue to sprawl at a rate entirely
disproportionate to both our per-capita population and the
median socio-economic line, Weir’s attention to the use of futureproof material, locally produced and supplied manufacture and
a strong team of developing architects, designers and planners
takes the discipline of architecture out of its esoteric ivory tower –
firmly re-entrenching it back into an ecology of communality.
Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
to avoid noticing this human element. While the East enjoys
increasing prosperity and large-scale investment, the West is
meanwhile disconsolate. The Global Financial Crisis has only
recently showed the full force of its savagery along the West
Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in
its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now
being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful.
Recently, the interest in architecture and design throughout
Text by
Alex Adams

AT - Sometimes. We had Patrick
Wallner from Visualtraveling
come to fi lm here. It was like
a dream, meeting and skating
with Walker Ryan, Kenny Reed
and all the others who came.
They’re so good and it’s great to
see some other people skating
in real life. I can’t say enough
about it…
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“The Global
Financial Crisis
has only recently
showed the full
force of its savagery
along the West
Coast. For where,
once, Western
Australia could
feel confident
in its steadfast
mining industry,
the collapse of
that sector is now
being felt statewide.Firmly reentrenching it back
into an ecology of
communality.”

Photography by
Jane smith

Jan — Mar

text by
alex adams

Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The
Global Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its
savagery along the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could
feel confident in its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector
is now being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may like
to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently, the
interest in architecture and design throughout Western Australia has
transformed into what has become quite a surprising quality of resilience
and unforeseen innovation.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental, the
portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David Weir) is
optimistic and forward-thinking. His recent projects like the Apartment
House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an aesthetic formal language
of joy and frivolity with an ideological approach that celebrates ecological
and sociological sustainability. While our urban centres continue to sprawl
at a rate entirely disproportionate to both our per-capita population and
the median socio-economic line, Weir’s attention to the use of future-proof
material, locally produced and supplied manufacture and a strong team
of developing architects, designers and planners takes the discipline of
architecture out of its esoteric ivory tower – firmly re-entrenching it back
into an ecology of communality.
Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The
Global Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its
savagery along the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could
feel confident in its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector
is now being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may like
to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently, the
interest in architecture and design throughout Western Australia has
transformed into what has become quite a surprising quality of resilience
and unforeseen innovation. And for this, David Weir’s eponymous firm is
exemplar.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental, the
portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David Weir) is optimistic
and forward-thinking. His recent projects like the Apartment House and the
Exploding! Shed House unite an aesthetic formal language of joy and frivolity
with an ideological approach that celebrates ecological and sociological
sustainability. While our urban centres continue to sprawl at a rate entirely
disproportionate to both our per-capita population and the median socioeconomic line, Weir’s attention to the use of future-proof material, locally
produced and supplied manufacture and a strong team of developing
architects, designers and planners takes the discipline of architecture out

“Speaking to the enormous breadth of application
(or diversity in importance) for architecture in our lives, Weir’s
approach is – precisely what the discipline needs.”
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Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
to avoid noticing this human element. While the East enjoys
increasing prosperity and large-scale investment, the West is
meanwhile disconsolate. The Global Financial Crisis has only
recently showed the full force of its savagery along the West
Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in
its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now
being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful.
Recently, the interest in architecture and design throughout
Western Australia has transformed into what has become quite a
surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental,
the portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David
Weir) is optimistic
and forward-thinking. His recent projects like
Brutalist
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the Apartment
House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an
aesthetic formal language of joy and frivolity with an ideological
approach that celebrates ecological and sociological sustainability.
While our urban centres continue to sprawl at a rate entirely
disproportionate to both our per-capita population and the
median socio-economic line, Weir’s attention to the use of futureproof material, locally produced and supplied manufacture and
a strong team of developing architects, designers and planners
takes the discipline of architecture out of its esoteric ivory tower –
firmly re-entrenching it back into an ecology of communality.
Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
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Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
to avoid noticing this human element. While the East enjoys
increasing prosperity and large-scale investment, the West is
meanwhile disconsolate. The Global Financial Crisis has only
recently showed the full force of its savagery along the West
Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in
its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now
being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful.
Recently, the interest in architecture and design throughout
Western Australia has transformed into what has become quite a
surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental,
the portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David
Weir) is optimistic and forward-thinking. His recent projects like
the Apartment House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an
aesthetic formal language of joy and frivolity with an ideological

JW - How long ago was this?
When exactly did you start
skateboarding?

AT - No, I don’t understand that.
It’s diﬃcult here in Isfahan
for the government to build a
skatepark. They don’t have the
money or resources like the city
of Tehran does. The skateparks
you saw in the other towns
are probably the majority of
skateparks in Iran? We don’t
have a skatepark in Isfahan
because there are not many
skaters here and I don’t know
about the other skateparks you
saw.

AT - Maybe 10 or 11 years ago,
around 2005.

JW - When I was travelling Iran
last year I noticed a skatepark
in almost every town, but I never
saw any skateboarders except
for you. I only saw skaters at
the skatepark in Tehran. Why is
that? Is it something new that the
government is trying to push?
They’re trying to get the people
interested in skateboarding?
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JW - I see. Have you had many
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“Daily Knowledge, Culture
& Living Perth”.

Audience Reach & Engagement

Fabric Quarterly

Informed by the experience and aesthetic of design,
Fabric explores broad yet curated subject matter to
inform, inspire and engage its target demographic
- Perth’s design conscious, aspirational and
inquisitive minds.

Architecture
& products

Lifestyle

Travel

Fashion

Local matters
& opinions

Across multiple channels, Fabric guides, inspires and empowers its
community with explorative content that is timeless, informative, design-led
and current. Through local panelists, experienced contributors and lateralthinking editors, the Fabric audience is engaged and invested in design,
culture and Perth, Western Australia.
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Channels

Content is delivered strategically by Fabric through
differentiated channels including:
1. Printed quarterly magazine: 15,000 distribution / 45,000 estimated readership
2. Fabricquarterly.com: Projected for year 1 - 75,000 monthly page views / 35,000 unique page views / 25,000
unique users / .35% clickthrough rate (CTR)
3. Social media: Projected for year 1 - 15,000 Instagram followers / 15,000 Facebook likes
4. EDMs: Projected for year 1 - 5,000 subscribers
7. Events - including an annual Fabric event and individual campaign events
8. Influencers and collaborators:
Architects, Interior Designers, Furniture Retailers, Universities,
Industry Bodies, Stylists, Designers, Hoteliers, Photographers,
Fashion Retailers, PR Agencies, Education, Wine Makers and Foodies.

Each content-differentiated channel provides an opportunity for a brand partner or advertiser to refine its message delivery to
more effectively reach and engage with the Fabric community. With its creative partner, Nude Design Studio, Fabric offers its
brand partners and advertisers specialised, strategic and bespoke content to improve ROI at every page turn, visit or swipe.
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Brand partners of Fabric are gifted with an
opportunity to reach and engage a readership that
is loyal and listening.
Fabric employs a non-traditional advertising model that is more responsive
to the needs and habits of a 2017 readership. Fabric offers brand partners and
advertisers five significant opportunities:

Online
Advertising

Print
Advertising

Takeovers

2017 Media Kit

Event
Partnership

Original
Content

Brand Partners

Fabric Quarterly

Online Advertising

Online Advertising enables brand partners and advertisers to be positioned as
premier brand partners on the Fabric webiste for pre-determined periods.

1. Online Advertising
a. Home page - Leaderboard
b. Home page - Medium Rectangle
c. Article pages - Leaderboard
d. Article pages - Medium Rectangle

$800 per month
$500 per month
$800 per month
$500 per month

2. EDMs
a. Leaderboard
b. Medium Rectangle

$800 per month
$500 per month

All stated amounts are AUD and exclusive of GST.
All artwork is to be approved by Fabric.
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Print Advertising

Print Advertising: Example
Single Page
David Weir

Print Advertising enables brand partners and advertisers to secure premier
placements, incomparable brand alignment and exceptional brand awareness
through the quarterly publication. Adhering to a strict design guideline,
advertisements will be approved by Fabric or designed in collaboration with
Fabric and its creative partner, Nude Design Studio, for a flat fee.
The readership of Fabric Quarterly is an estimated 45,000 which includes a
distribution of 15,000 magazines to subscribers, designer hotels, cafes and
brand partners in metropolitan Perth including specifically Fremantle, the
western suburbs and innercity precincts.

Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder
to avoid noticing this human element. While the East enjoys
increasing prosperity and large-scale investment, the West is
meanwhile disconsolate. The Global Financial Crisis has only
recently showed the full force of its savagery along the West
Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in
its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now
being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful.
Recently, the interest in architecture and design throughout
Western Australia has transformed into what has become quite a
surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.
From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental,
the portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David
Weir) is optimistic and forward-thinking. His recent projects like
the Apartment House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an
aesthetic formal language of joy and frivolity with an ideological

JW - How long ago was this?
When exactly did you start
skateboarding?

Premier placements in Fabric Quarterly include:

AT - No, I don’t understand that.
It’s diﬃcult here in Isfahan
for the government to build a
skatepark. They don’t have the
money or resources like the city
of Tehran does. The skateparks
you saw in the other towns
are probably the majority of
skateparks in Iran? We don’t
have a skatepark in Isfahan
because there are not many
skaters here and I don’t know
about the other skateparks you
saw.

AT - Maybe 10 or 11 years ago,
around 2005.

JW - When I was travelling Iran
last year I noticed a skatepark
in almost every town, but I never
saw any skateboarders except
for you. I only saw skaters at
the skatepark in Tehran. Why is
that? Is it something new that the
government is trying to push?
They’re trying to get the people
interested in skateboarding?

JW - I see. Have you had many
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a. Inside front cover / page 1
b. Back cover
c. Inside back cover
d. Single page
e. Double page spread

a.P.C. is a French ready-to-wear brand, founded in 1987
by the tunisian Jewish fashion designer Jean touitou in Paris. a.P.C.
stands for atelier de Production et de Création’.

Double Page

$7,500 per issue
$5,625 per issue
$5,175 per issue
$4,500 per issue
$6,000 per issue

All stated amounts are AUD and exclusive of GST.
All artwork is to be approved by Fabric.
Kvadrat is Europe’s leading manufacturer of design textiles. We
create high quality contemporary textiles and textile-related
products for private and public spaces.
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Brand Partners

Original Content
Fabric is an innovator in the creation and proliferation of content for its brand partners. Fabric readers are defined by being well-read,
well-travelled, knowledgeable, discerning with an eye or a curiosity for design. We have great respect for our readership and consider
them integral members of the Fabric community.
For brand partners seeking authentic connections with the audience, Fabric provides a means to warmly introduce products and services
through Original Content across its channels. Led by creative partner, Nude Design Studio, Original Content is a pioneering editorial
model of content creation for brand partners. With the objective to create content that builds brand awareness, communicates key and
current messages, and complements other advertising across the Fabric Channels, Original Content offers reach into significant primary,
secondary and client audiences.

Original Content is: Creative, Collaborative, Shareable,
Strategic, Explorative & Opportunistic.
Original Content is not gratuitous self promotion. It is informative, authentic, positive, genuine and relatable editorial that seeks to
meaningfully educate, inspire and engage the Fabric reader.
Adhering to brand partner approved content parameters, Fabric will conceptualise, create, produce and deliver Original Content
within approved content parameters agreed by the client. When combined with Online Advertising and Print Advertising, brand
partners secure incomparable coverage, message communication and action drivers.
Development of Original Content within Fabric Quarterly include:

a. 4 page article
b. 6 page article

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

A cap of two Original Content bookings are available per year.
Final Original Content ideas are at the editor’s discretion.
All stated amounts are AUD and exclusive of GST.
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Original Content: Case Study
Original Content will often involve a curated collaboration between two brands, venues,
designers or professionals. Imagery and content will be developed exclusively for Fabric
and licenses will be provided to the brand collaborators to utilise the content for their own
marketing and promotional purposes.
In this case study, the content explores the relationship between Space Agency architects
Michael Patroni and Dimmity Walker and furniture retailer Mobilia, in their journey to find
a personal and contemplative balance in the built form.

a Brand Collaboration

#1

space agency & mobilia

This well known John Lautner house in Beverly Hills originally built for the
Sheats Family in 1963 and currently owned by James Goldstein who purchased
it in 1972.
P. 19
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FQ - From the initial design brief through to construction and
fit out, how long did this project take to complete?

FQ - What was the clients’ response to this collaborative
experience between Space Agency and Mobilia?

AD: Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The Global
Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its savagery along
the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in its
steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now being felt statewide. And while my publishing colleagues may like to toll the bell of resolute
despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently, the interest in architecture
and design throughout Western Australia has transformed into what has
become quite a surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.

AD: Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The Global
Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its savagery along
the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could feel confident in its
steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector is now being felt statewide. And while my publishing colleagues may like to toll the bell of resolute
despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently, the interest in architecture
and design throughout Western Australia has transformed into what has
become quite a surprising quality of resilience and unforeseen innovation.

AD: From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental, the
portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David Weir) is
optimistic and forward-thinking. His recent projects like the Apartment
House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an aesthetic formal language
of joy and frivolity with an ideological approach that celebrates ecological
and sociological sustainability. While our urban centres continue to sprawl
at a rate entirely disproportionate to both our per-capita population and
the median socio-economic line, Weir’s attention to the use of future-proof
material, locally produced and supplied manufacture and a strong team
of developing architects, designers and planners takes the discipline of
architecture out of its esoteric ivory tower – firmly re-entrenching it back
into an ecology of communality.
Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The
Global Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its
savagery along the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could
feel confident in its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector
is now being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently,
the interest in architecture and design throughout Western Australia has

AD: From residential to hospitality, commercial to experimental, the
portfolio of David Weir Architects (led by its principal, David Weir) is
optimistic and forward-thinking. His recent projects like the Apartment
House and the Exploding! Shed House unite an aesthetic formal language
of joy and frivolity with an ideological approach that celebrates ecological
and sociological sustainability. While our urban centres continue to sprawl
at a rate entirely disproportionate to both our per-capita population and
the median socio-economic line, Weir’s attention to the use of future-proof
material, locally produced and supplied manufacture and a strong team
of developing architects, designers and planners takes the discipline of
architecture out of its esoteric ivory tower – firmly re-entrenching it back
into an ecology of communality.
Across Western Australia, it is becoming harder and harder to avoid
noticing this human element. While the East enjoys increasing prosperity
and large-scale investment, the West is meanwhile disconsolate. The
Global Financial Crisis has only recently showed the full force of its
savagery along the West Coast. For where, once, Western Australia could
feel confident in its steadfast mining industry, the collapse of that sector
is now being felt state-wide. And while my publishing colleagues may
like to toll the bell of resolute despair, I’m slightly more hopeful. Recently,
the interest in architecture and design throughout Western Australia has
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FQ - How much creative freedom were you given in the
overall process?

sPaCE aGEnCY
& mOBilia

16 Queenslea Drive
by Space Agency & Mobilia

16 Queenslea Drive
by Space Agency & Mobilia
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FQ - How does the home and fit out suit the client’s unique
way of life? How does it express their personality and values?

Brand Partners
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Takeovers
Takeovers of the @fabricquarterly Instagram provide an unrivaled opportunity for brands
to connect with a design conscious and local following. A takeover enables a brand partner to
exclusively manage, produce content and post on the @fabricquarterly for a set peiod. A takeover is
an opportunity to extend the reach and awareness of the brand into the loyal and listening primary
and secondary Fabric audiences.
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Fabric

Issue#1

Photography by Jane Smith
Text by Adam Arnold

David Weir

NOW BEING
STOCKED AT
NEED SUPPLY CO.

www.needsupplyco.com

Fabric

Quarterly

Fabric

Event

Issue #1
Out now

FORM + CWID
After-a-Fair Wrap
Party

Fabric.com for more details.

Fabric.com for more details.

John Lautner
& Ana DOMĺNGUEZ

Fabric

Brutalism

Now Online.

HAY STUDIO
& IKEA

Knowledge
Series:
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Event

Perth
Design Festival
Jan 21 – 25

Fabric Quarterly

Contact

For more information or to discuss
brand partnerships enquire below:
kay@fabricquarterly.com.au
marcus@fabricquarterly.com.au
editorial@fabricquarterly.com.au
subscriptions@fabricquarterly.com.au
accounts@fabricquarterly.com.au

For enquiries about design or
advertising artwork, email:
fabric@nudedesignstudio.com.au
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